How do students watch TV
- Discussion tabled until September or during the Fall semester.

IT Mini-Grants
- Approved Ault and Wang proposals - $3,300.00
- Mini-Grants for FY11 have been canceled.
- There was discussion on refining the request/assessment processes.
- Teresa Nakra expressed concern regarding the high number of applications for and correspondingly low acceptance rate of grants to the School of the Arts and Communication. Per Teresa, future refinements to the request/assessment process should include discussion of different school needs if the program is to be revived after FY11.

IT budget presentation
- To be presented at the first ITPC meeting in the Fall.

NJVid
- Library sent videos and they are being tested.
- Yongming Wang will send ITPC link to test videos.

PrintSense
- Changes were discussed.
- Follow up communication will be sent at the beginning of the Fall semester.

Membership Tenure
- Terms were discussed.
- 2-3 year terms seem to be appropriate lengths.